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INTRODUCTION 
There are two typical methods in proving the existence of random solu- 
tions of differential equations; in the first one the measurability of solutions 
with respect o a random parameter is proved step by step (see, e.g., [l]), 
and in the second one random fixed point theorems are used (see, 
e.g., C21). 
The aim of this paper is to show how the problem of the existence of a 
random solution to functional-differential inclusion may be reduced to the 
related deterministic problem. The method is based on a simple random 
fixed point principle for multivalued mappings (Proposition 1 ), which 
extracts the majority of random fixed point theorems known in the 
literature. Although not explicitly and in such a general form, this principle 
has appeared in the proofs of main theorems in Engl’s paper [3]. 
We derive the existence of the desired random solution to the functional- 
differential inclusion with viability condition from the existence of the usual 
(deterministic) solution, via the random fixed point principle applied to 
multivalued operators in function spaces LP( [r, d], E) or C( [r, d], E) 
(Theorems 1 and 2). The results from our previous note [4] are improved. 
PRELIMINARIES 
Throughout the paper ($2, U) is a measurable space with the o-algebra 
U. Let X be a topological space. By d(X) we denote the Bore1 tribe in X 
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and by U 0 23(X) we denote the smallest o-algebra in Q x X containing the 
sets A x B, A E U, BE 23(X). 
By 2* (Cl(X)), we denote the family of all subsets of X (the family of all 
nonempty closed subsets of X). When X is a subset of topological vector 
space, Ccl(X) denotes the family of convex elements of Cl(X). 
Let S be an arbitrary set. A mapping F: S -+ 2x, i.e., a relation Fc S x X, 
we call a multivalued mapping and we write 
GrF= {(s,x)ESXX:XEF(S)), 
F-(V)= {sd3:F(s)n V#0) for Vc X. 
Let Y be a Polish space with a complete metric p. For y E Y, A c Y we 
denote 
4x “I=?! P(Y, a) (=+coifA=@). 
A multivalued mapping R ft -+ 2 ’ is weakiy measurable iff F- ( V) E U for 
every open subset VC Y [S]. We say that F has measurable graph iff 
Gr FE U 0 B(X). A multivalued mapping R X -+ 2 ’ is W-U.S.C. ( V-l.s.c.) if 
for every y E Y the function dy”: X + [0, co] defined by d:(x) = d( y, F(x)) 
is lower semicontinuous (upper semicontinuous) in the usual sense. F is 
V-1.s.c. iff F-( V) is open for every open subset V c Y. F: X + 2 ’ is H-U.S.C. 
(H4s.c.) iff the functions d;, YE Y, are equi-lower semicontinuous (equi- 
upper semicontinuous) and F is V-UC. iff F-(D) is closed for every closed 
subset D c Y. Clearly F is H-kc. implies that F is V-I.s.c. and F is V-U.S.C. 
implies that F is H-u.s.c., which in turn implies that F is W-U.S.C. 
We will need some technical results on measurability and continuity of 
multivalued mappings. 
LEMMA 1. Let F: X + 2’ be W-UC. (V-1.s.c.) and f: X-, Y be 
continuous. Then d,F: x --t d(f(x), F(x)) is lower semicontinuous (upper 
semicontinuous). 
Proof Given x0 E X, E > 0, there exists a neighbourhood U, of x0 such 
that for x E U0 it holds that 
d(f(xd> FC’(x,)) G W(xo), F(x)) + c/2 
< p(f(x,), f(x)) + d(f(x), F(x)) + c/2 
G 42 + d(f(x), F(x)) + E/Z 
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in case F is W-U.S.C. and similarly 
W(x), F(x)) 6 ptf(xh ftxo)) + 4ftxo)~ F(x)) 
d 42 + d(ftx,), 4-d) + 42, 
in case F is V-1.s.c. 
LEMMA 2 [ 3, Lemma 61. Let F: Q -+ 2’ be weakly measurable and 
f: Sz + Y be measurable. Then d;: w + d(f(o), F(w)) is measurable. 
LEMMA 3. Let X be a Polish space. Assume that F: Q x X + 2 * is weakly 
measurable and j 0 -+ Y is measurable. Then a multivalued mapping 
G: !S --f 2’ defined by G(w) = F(w,f(w)) is weakly measurable. 
Proof The mapping j: w --t (w, f(o)) is measurable in the sense that 
j-‘(W)EU for every WE:U@%(X). Hence G-(V)=j-‘(F-(V))EU for 
every open subset V c Y. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 4 [4, Lemma 31. Let X be a Polish space. If F: D x X -+ 2 ’ is 
such that F( ., x) is weakly measurable for every x E X and for every w E Q, 
F(o, a) is W-U.S.C. and V-I.s.c., then F is weakly measurable with respect to 
u 0 B(X). 
It is known that if we assume only semicontinuity of F((o, .), o ESZ 
(even V-U.S.C. or H-l.s.c.), and measurability of F( ., x), x E X, then F may 
not be measurable. The simple examples are the multivalued mappings 
F, G: Ix I-+ Ccl(Z) defined by 
Fb, t) = CO, xds, t)l, W, 1) = CO, xrxI\ wts, t)l, 
where I= [0, l] is considered with the a-algebra L! of Lebesgue measurable 
sets and W= {(s, s): s E M} $ L! 0 B(X) for M& f!!. 
Let K: Sz + 2x be a multivalued mapping with nonempty values. We say 
that a multivalued mapping F: 52 xX -+ 2x has a random fixed point in K if 
there exists a measurable mapping f: Sz +X such that f(w)~ F(w,f(o)) 
and f(w) E K(w) for almost every w E 52. We denote Pn(o~) = (XC X: 
x E F(w, x)}. 
The following proposition provides the simple rule for obtaining random 
fixed point theorems from usual fixed point theorems. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let (Sz, U, u) be a o-finite measurable space and (X, px) 
be a Polish space. Assume that K: St + 2x has measurable graph and 
F: SJ x X + 2x is a multivalued mapping such that for every w E Q the set 
PF(m) n K(w) is nonempty. If there exists a weakly measurable multivalued 
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mapping H: Q x X-+ Cl(X) such that 0 # PH(u) n K(o) c PF(o) n K(o) 
for every o E Q then F has a random fixed point in K. 
Proof: Define the function f: !II x X -+ [0, co ] by 
S(a, xl = 4x, ff(o, xl). 
Since H has closed values, then f(o, x) < 0 iff x E H(o, x). Since H is 
weakly measurable, then f is measurable (Lemma 2), so 
(GrK)n(GrP,)=(GrK)n{(o,x)ESZxX:xEH(o,x)} 
=(GrK)n((w,x)ESZxXf(m,x)<O)EU@23(X). 
Hence a multivalued mapping Kn P H : o + K(o) n P&O) has measurable 
graph and, by asumption, nonempty values. By virtue of Aumann’s 
selection theorem [S, Theorem 5.21, there exists a measurable mapping 
h: $2 + X such that h(o) E K((o) n PH(w) for almost every o E m. Clearly, h 
is a random fixed point of Fin K. Q.E.D. 
Remark. When K has closed values and H(o, .) is W-U.S.C. (V-1.s.c.) for 
every o E Sz, then the sets K((o) n P”(O) are closed (G&). 
VIABLE RANDOM SOLUTIONS OF FUNCTIONAL-DIFFERENTIAL INCLUSIONS 
In the sequel we assume that (n, U, p) is a cr-finite measurable space. 
Let (IZ, 1.1) be a separable Banach space. Assume that r < 0, d > 0, p 2 1. 
By 2 we denote the a-algebra of Lebesgue measurable sets in [r, d]. We 
denote by C( [r, d], E) the space of continuous mappings x: [r, d] -+ E 
with the norm /1x1( =supI Ix(t)/, by C’([r, d], E) we denote the space of 
continuously differentiable mappings x: [r, d] + E with the norm 
(/(XI]/ = l/x]/ + /x’]J, and by Lp( [r, d], E) we denote the Lebesgue-Bochner 
space with the norm 
Let the operator I? LP([r, d], E) + C([r, d], E) be defined by the 
Bochner integral 
O)(t) = j-’ Y(S) ds. 
r 
By Wp( [r, d], E) we denote a subspace of C( [r, d], E) composed of the 
elements x = i + f(y), where y E Lp( [r, d], E) and i is a constant mapping 
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taking value z E E. Every x E lV’( [r, d], E) is differentiable almost every- 
where. x’ E Lp( [r, d], E), and x = Z(r) + r(x’). We consider W”( [r, d], E) 
with the norm llxll wP= Ix(r)1 + (Jx’IILP. With this norm FV’( [r, d], E) is a 
Banach space and a topology induced by this norm is stronger than a 
topology induced by sup-norm (1. I(. 
The following lemmas will be used in the proofs of our main theorems. 
LEMMA 5. Let F [r, d] + Ccl(E) be V-1s.~. and W-U.S.C. Then the set 
G = {y E C( [r, d], E): y(t) E F(t) for t E [r, d] > is nonempty and for every 
u E C( [r, d], E) it holds that 
40, G) = sup d(u(t), F(t)) = sup d(u(t), F(t)), 
f lED 
where D is a countable dense subset of [r, d] 
Proof: By Michael’s selection theorem for every u E C( [r, d], E) and 
E > 0 there exists y E G such that 
for t E [r, d] (see [6, Lemma 7.1 I). It is also evident that for every z E G we 
have 
d(utt), f’(t)) G Iv(t) - z(t)1 for all t E [r, d]. 
Therefore 
SUP d(u(t), F(t)) < Ea suplo - z(t)1 <sup d(u(t), F(t)) + E, 
f f 
for every E >O. From this and Lemma 1 the required equalities easily 
follow. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 6. Let F: [r, d] -+ Cl(E) be weakly measurable and such that 
I 
d 
d(0, F(t))P dt < 00. 
r 
Then the set G = {y E LP( [r, d], E): y(t) E F(t) a.e. in [r, d]} is nonempty 
and for every u E Lp( [r, d], E) we have 
j-‘d(u(t), F(t))rdt 
> 
UP 
. 
r 
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Proof: By the Kuratowski-Ryll-Nardzewski selection theorem for every 
v E LP( [r, d], E), E > 0, there exists a measurable mapping y: [r, d] -+ E 
such that y(t) E F(t) and 
Iv(t) - v(t)1 G 44th F(t)) + 6, 
for almost every t E [r, d] (see, e.g., [7]). Thus arguing similarly as in the 
last proof one can get the desired equality. Q.E.D. 
In the following considerations X will denote the space C’( [r, d], E) or 
W”([r, d], E) and Y will denote the space C( [r, d], E) or LP([r, d], E), 
respectively. 
Assume that: 
(1) a multivalued mapping F [0, d] x Sz x X+ Cl(E) is f? @ U @ 
23(X)-weakly measurable, 
(2) a multivalued mapping L: 52 --f Cl(X) is weakly measurable, 
(3) a mapping x0: [r, d] x L2 --) E is 2 0 U-measurable and x,,( ., o) E 
X for every 0 E 52. 
With x0 we associate the integral operator f, : Sz x Y + X defined by 
Tota Y) = xo(r, 0) + T(y). 
Consider the problem 
(i) x’(t, u)EF(t, 0, x) for t E [0, d], 
(ii) x(t, w) = x&t, 0) for t E [r, 01, (1) 
(iii) x( ., w) E L(0). 
We say that a mapping x: [r, d] x Q + E is a solution to (I) if for every 
o E!G the conditions (i)-(iii) are satisfied. We say that x is a random 
solution to (I) if for almost every w E 0 the conditions (i)-(iii) are satisfied 
and for every t E [r, d] the mapping x(t, .) is measurable. 
Now we can state the results on reducibility of random inclusion (I) to 
the deterministic problem. 
THEOREM 1. Let X= W’( [r, d], E), (Y = LP( [r, d], E)) and assume that 
the hypotheses (1 )-( 3) are fulfilled. Assume additionally that 
s 
d 
d(0, F(t, o, x))” dr < GO 
0 
for every (0, x). If there exists a solution to problem (I), then there exists a 
random solution to this problem. 
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Proof. We will define multivalued mappings H: n x Y + 2 ‘, K: Sz + 2’ 
such that the set PH(u) n K(w) is the set of derivatives of solutions to (I) 
for every o E 0. First, let us put 
F( t, 0, x) = xb( t, 0) for TV [r, 01. 
Clearly F extended in this way is L! @ U 0 23(X)-weakly measurable. Define 
a multivalued mapping G: 52 x X + 2’ letting 
G(w, x) = {zc Y: z(t) E F(t, o, x) for almost every t E [r, d] ). 
By Lemma 6, the sets G(o, x), (w, x)ESZ xX, are nonempty. It is easy to 
verify that they are closed. Moreover, for every u E Lp( [r, d], E) we have 
d UP 
d(u, G(w, x)) = 
(1 
d(o(t), F(t, o, x))~ dt 
> 
. 
r 
Since the mapping (t, o, x) + d(v( t), F( t, w, x))~ is measurable (Lemma 2), 
then by the Fubini theorem the mapping (w, x) --f d(u, G(o, x)) is 
measurable. Thus, by [S, Theorem 3.33, G is weakly measurable. 
Now define a multivalued mapping H: Sz x Y + Cl( Y) letting 
H(w, Y) = G(w, r,,(w ~1). 
By Lemma 3, H is weakly measurable. 
Let us define K: S2 --, 2’ putting 
K(o) = ( y E Y: To(o, y) E L(o)} = { y E Y: d(z-,(w, y), L(0)) GO}. 
Since the mapping (CO, y) + d(T,(o, v), L(o)) is measurable (Lemma 2), 
then K has measurable graph. 
Notice now that, by the construction, x is a solution to (I) if and only 
if for every CO EG we have x’( ., w) E K(o) n PH(w). Thus, by the assump- 
tion K(o) n P&O) # @ for every o E 52. By Proposition 1, there exists a 
measurable mapping z: 52 + Y such that z(o) EK(~) n PH(w) for almost 
every o E 9. Define V: [r, d] x 52 + E letting 
u(t, co) = T,,(o, z(w))(l) =x0@-, o) + j’ z(w)(r) dr. 
, 
It is evident that u’( ., o) = z(w) E K(w) n PH(w) for almost every o E 52, 
and u(t, .) is measurable (see Lemma 3). Thus D is a desired random 
solution. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 2. Let X= C’( [r, d], E), (Y= C( [r, d], E)). Assume that the 
hypotheses (l)-(3) are fulfilled. Assume additionally thut F has convex 
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values, F( ., w, x) is V-I.s.c. and W-u.s.c., and xb(0, w) = F(0, w, x) for every 
(w, x) E Q x X. Zf the problem (I) has a solution, then there exists a random 
solution to this problem. 
Proof: The proof is analogous to the proof of Theorem 1; instead of 
Lemma 6 we use Lemma 5. The following change appears. We put 
G(w,x)= (ze Ez(t)~F(t, w,x)forall ?E [r,d]}. 
Measurability of the functions (w, x) -+ d(v, G(w, x)), v E Y, follows from 
Lemma 5. Q.E.D. 
Remark. Note that the viability condition (iii) in the problem (I) 
includes conditions of the form 
x(t, 0) E WC 0) for t E [r, d], 
where M: [r, d] x IR -+ Cl(E) is W-U.S.C. and V-1.~. with respect to t and 
weakly measurable with respect o w (of course we must assume x,(t, w) E 
M( t, w) for t E [r, 01). In this case the mapping j g x C( [r, d], E) + 
[0, co] defined by 
f(w, x) = SUP 44th Mt, 01) 
is continuous in x and measurable in w ~52. Since the embedding 
i: X + C( [r, d], E) is continuous, then f is continuous in x and measurable 
in w as a mapping from Sz x X. Define L: 52 + 2x letting 
Then L has closed values and measurable graph [S, Corollary 6.31. If 
(Sz, U, p) is assumed to be complete, then L is also weakly measurable 
15, Theorem 6.41. 
Note added in proof A direct “measurable selection approach” in proving the existence of 
random solutions for differential inclusions has been proposed by A. Nowak [S-lo]. 
Compared with our indirect approach in which measurable selections are chosen “beyond” the 
differential problem, this approach seems to be not so universal, although most natural and 
powerful in every concrete situation. For other results on random differential inclusions see 
also [ 1 l] and references in [9]. The author is grateful to A. Nowak for making accessible his 
preprints. 
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